Low rank matrix factorization is a fundamental building block in machine learning, used for instance to summarize gene expression profile data or word-document counts. To be robust to outliers and differences in scale across features, a matrix factorization step is usually preceded by ad-hoc feature normalization steps, such as tf-idf scaling or data whitening. We propose in this work to learn these normalization operators jointly with the factorization itself. More precisely, given a dˆn matrix X of d features measured on n individuals, we propose to learn the parameters of quantile normalization operators that can operate row-wise on the values of X and/or of its factorization U V to improve the quality of the low-rank representation of X itself. This optimization is facilitated by the introduction of a differentiable quantile normalization operator built using optimal transport, providing new results on top of existing work by Cuturi et al. (2019) . We demonstrate the applicability of these techniques on synthetic and genomics datasets.
Introduction
The vast majority of machine learning problems start with a matrix X P R dˆn of measurements that keeps track of d features measured on n individuals. An important way to summarize the information contained in X is to find a low-rank matrix factorization, namely two matrices U and V of sizes dˆk and kˆn such that U V « X, as quantified in a relevant matrix norm. While this problem is known to boil down to the truncated singular value decomposition of X when the norm is Euclidean, the two most recent decades have succeeded in producing extremely useful variations on that problem, handling for instance the cases in which the entries of X are non-negative (Lee & Seung, 1999; Hofmann, 2001; Févotte & Idier, 2011) , binary (Slawski et al., 2013) or even describe rank values (Le Van et al., 2015) ; considering various forms of sparse priors on the factors themselves (d' Aspremont et al., 2005; Mairal et al., 2010; Jenatton et al., 2011; Witten et al., 2009) ; and extending these problems to cases where the matrices are incomplete (Koren et al., 2009; Candès & Recht, 2009 ).
Low Rank Approximations Let R dˆn k be the set of dˆn matrices of rank k. Choosing a divergence ∆ : XˆX Ñ R defined on a subset of matrices X Ă R dˆn , and Z k Ă X X R dˆn k , one can introduce the operator Π k pXq :" argmin ZPZ k ∆pX, Zq.
While a very large literature has focused on considering various divergences ∆ (Frobenius, KL, Beta-divergences) and sets Z k (sparse, non-negative), an important practical limitation of these approaches lies in the fact that these procedures can only work provided that the values in X have a reasonable distribution, shared across features: Because the discrepancy ∆ is usually additive, measuring differences across features that have wildly varying ranges results in poor results. This problem is addressed by massaging the entries of X first, notably through ad-hoc normalization schemes carried out feature-by-feature, such as taking logarithms, as observed for example in gene expression data (Risso et al., 2018) , or using tf-idf type renormalization for textual data, before feeding this modified matrix X to the projector Π k .
Increasing Feature rescaling. We propose in this paper to automatically learn such a renormalization, rather than leave to the user the arduous choice of selecting a suboptimal method. We also claim that we can gain interpretability by then finding out which features seem to be inflated / deflated to improve factorization. Our approach allows for an increasing map, defined for each of the d features, to be applied to all n values of the row of a matrix, either prior to and/or after the factorization step. The benefit of increasing maps is that they preserve the relative order of samples, which is an important point for interpretation. Denoting by T the set of increasing maps from R to R, we consider a family of d such maps T " pT 1 , . . . , T d q P T d , to which we associate (using the same symbol) an operator applying each map T i to the corresponding row of a dˆn matrix W :
TpW q " rT i pW ij qs ij P R dˆn .
Our goal is to find one (or possibly two) maps T that can work hand-in-hand with matrix factorization to minimize reconstruction error. We consider a first approach minimizing arXiv:2002.03229v1 [cs. LG] 8 Feb 2020 
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E X r 6 l k x d 7 Q g / m g u 2 I P u g 9 X 4 G k d n t Y f r s A a K 2 I p E l w g u A / l l p F S 9 f J g 9 w Q y W + k 2 h 9 v w s t Q 1 s i Figure 1 . (Left) Schematic description of classic matrix factorization, with rank k factor matrices U, V . (Middle) QMF, the approach we propose to re-normalize the values of each single row i of a factorization U V a quantile renormalization operator defined per feature, using a target measure νi. Each measure νi is described by a probability vector bi of size m and a vector qi of m quantiles (increasing values) at those levels. ν stores all of these distributions. (Right) Assuming one has access to a (differentiable) projector Π k , we can require additionally that X be itself the quantile normalization of a reconstruction of itself, after another quantile normalization operation.
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Here T ν 1 acts as a "deflating" mapping done to facilitate factorization, "reinflated" by Tν to yield the best possible reconstruction. ∆pX, TpU Vjointly in U, V and T, which we call quantile matrix factorization (QMF), and one involving two maps T, T 1 working together to minimize ∆pX, TpΠ k pT 1 pX(QMFQ), see Fig. 1 .
Scaling with Quantile Normalization. To define and optimize families of maps T i , we need to represent monotonic invertible functions in a parametric form that is amenable to optimization. While several approaches have been proposed recently to parameterize such maps (You et al., 2017; Wehenkel & Louppe, 2019; Gupta et al., 2016 , and references therein), we propose here a new approach that can be conveniently optimized with respect to both the parameters of T as well as its inputs, with the added benefit that one can control exactly the row-wise distributions of the outputs of T. This can be useful for instance to enforce similarities between the values taken jointly across one or more several rows, or to "pin" these values to lie in a segment, as we do in our experiments. In order to reach that property, we parameterize each map T i as a quantile normalization operator w.r.t to a target measure, written as T νi . Differentiation is achieved by extending the toolbox of Cuturi et al. (2019) to include soft-quantile normalisation operators.
Contributions Our contributions are two-fold: (i) After introducing recent tools of Cuturi et al. (2019) , we improve them in three ways in §2: we add to their operators a new differentiable quantile normalization operator; we prove the monotonicity of all these operators, putting these tools on a sound footing; and we derive the implicit differentiation of these operators, rather than unrolling Sinkhorn iterations.
(ii) We introduce low-rank factorization models in §3 that employ this soft-quantile normalization layer, and propose various algorithmic approaches to train them (including stochastic schemes), either relying on implicit or explicit factorizations as in Fig.1 . We test these approaches in §4 on synthetic datasets and on real multiomics cancer data.
Differentiable Quantile Normalization using Optimal Transport
We recall the approach proposed recently by Cuturi et al. (2019) to view ranking and sorting problems as optimal transport problems that can be turned into differentiable operators through regularization. We then proceed with three contributions: (i) We extend their operators to define a quantile normalization operator r T ε,b,q which takes an array of weighted values x and modifies them so that these values now follow a given target quantile distribution as described by b and q. The parameter ε ą 0 is a smoothing parameter to ensure differentiability. (ii) We prove the monotonicity of Sinkhorn-ranks, Sinkhorn-sort and of the newly introduced Sinkhorn-quantile normalization operators. This is an important result that was missing from Cuturi et al. (2019) (informally, proving the the curves in the middle plot of the Figure 2 can never cross) and that is also crucial to ground to work on solid footing, since we can thus guarantee that our functions r T ε,b,q are indeed increasing and therefore conserve ranks. (iii) We introduce an implicit differentiation scheme of the solutions of regularized OT, which offers an interesting alternative to the automatic differentiation of Sinkhorn iterations that was put forward by Cuturi et al. (2019) .
Notation. We denote by Σ n " tu P R ǹ |u T 1 n " 1u the set of n-dimensional probability vectors. For any vector, x " px 1 , . . . q, we write x for its cumulative-sum vector, namely the vector with entries r ř jďi x j s i . When applied on a matrix R, the same operator R denotes the cumsum operation applied row-wise. A function c : RˆR Ñ R is submodular if it is twice differentiable and B 2 c{BxBy ă 0. For two probability vectors a, b of size n and m, we write U pa, bq " tP P R nˆm |P 1 m " a, P T 1 n " bu for the transportation polytope. Operations on matrices are to be understood elementwise, and we use˝for the elementwise product between matrices or vectors.
Background: soft-ranking/sorting using OT
Suppose one is given an array x " px 1 , . . . , x n q of n numbers, weighted by a positive probability vector a " pa 1 , . . . , a n q of the same size. The idea of Cuturi et al. (2019) is to consider an auxiliary vector y " py 1 , . . . , y m q of ordered values-typically the regular grid of m values in r0, 1s-to form a cost matrix C xy :" rcpx i , y j qs ij , with c submodular. Along with probability vector b " pb 1 , . . . , b m q for y, one defines then a (primal) regularized OT problem: P ε ‹ :" argmin P PU pa,bq xP, C xy y´εHpP q , (P-RegOT)
where HpP q "´ř i,j P ij plog P ij´1 q denotes P 's entropy. This regularized OT problem has a factorized solution (Cuturi, 2013 ) P ε ‹ which can be written as diagpuqKdiagpvq, where K " expp´C xy {εq and u P R n and v P R m are fixed points of the Sinkhorn iteration. Cuturi et al. (2019) proposed the following smoothed ranking and sorting operators r R ε pa, x; b, yq :" na´1˝pP ε `b q P r0, ns n , r S ε pa, x; b, yq :" b´1˝pP ε ´T xq P R m . obtained after running the Sinkhorn algorithm, and writing P ε `" diagpu qKdiagpv q, P ε ´" diagpu ´1 qKdiagpv q. The Sinkhorn algorithm is described in simplified form in Alg.1. In practice the number of iterations can be set dynamically, to enforce convergence.
Modification to Guarantee Marginals. There is a small but important modification we have done to these operators, compared to Cuturi et al. (2019) : We consider in the definition of r S ε the scaling u ´1 and not the scaling u . This is done in order to take advantage of the the fact that after any iteration on v in algorithm Alg.1, the transport matrix estimate diagpu i´1 qKdiagpv i q has column-sums exactly equal to b (but row-sums not necessarily equal to a), whereas diagpu i qKdiagpv i q has the opposite property (equality of row-sums to a is ensured, but not of columnsums to b). This modification ensures that the operators r R ε and r S ε effectively apply row-stochastic kernels to their inputs, so each of the entries of r R ε and r S are convex combinations of x and nb. These modifications are particularly important small . seconds Implicit differentiation speed gain Implicit differentiation Automatic differentiation Figure 2 . Comparison of raw computation times (including tensorflow instantiation) of transposed Jacobians using AD and the implicit approach outlined in Algo.2. Execution carried n batches, with 10 averages, m " 10 and ε " 10´2 Remark 3. Alg.2 above contains two extra steps not appearing in our presentation. Those consist in setting to 0 the first entry of f (and offsetting all other entries) and deleting the first row of M 1 . This modification is due to the fact, also noticed by Luise et al. (2018) , that f and g are determined up to a constant. Pinning the first variable of f to 0 helps lift this indeterminacy, and slightly modifies M 1 by removing its first row, ensuring S is invertible.
Remark 4. The implicit approach outlined here is particularly well suited to the case where m ! n, since the linear system to be solved is of size mˆm and dominates the cost of the final iterations outlined in Alg. 2. As can be expected, we do observe in practice that the execution time of Alg. 2 is roughly half that of the backprop approach used in . The biggest improvement is of course in terms of memory. All of the experiments done next exploit this approach, and were stable numerically.
Matrix Factorization using Quantile Renormalization
Let us now turn back our attention to the problem of finding a good low-rank approximation Z P R dˆn k to a data matrix X P R dˆn .
Scaling and Factorization Models
The most standard way to express the matrix factorization problem is to search for a low-rank matrix Z " U V that directly approximates X, where Z is the product of a tall and slim matrix U P U k Ă R dˆk and a short and fat matrix V P V k Ă R kˆn . That approximation is measured in terms of ∆pX, U V q for some divergence ∆ (Figure 1,  left) . As mentioned in §1, we propose first to consider a family T of row-wise monotonic transform, such that X is approximately equal to TpU V q for a product of factors U V (Figure 1, middle) . This suggests to consider the matrixfactorization using supervised quantile normalization:
of non-negative values, possibly offset by a constant. In its most direct form, notably when deflating X to obtain a matrix easy to factorize as in (QMFQ), Q can be cast as the row-wise cumulative sum of the exponentials of an arbitrary precursor matrix R P R dˆm ,
where the cumsum operator is applied row-wise. When a quantile operator is carried out to inflate back the results of low-rank factorizations U V or Π k , we can directly "pin" the quantiles to lie in a range of values known beforheand. Indeed, since the goal is to reconstruct a known data matrix X, one can set those segments to be rs i , t i s where s i and t i are the minimums and maximums of row i. Therefore, for a slightly slimmer matrix R P R dˆpm´1q , and storing the ranges of values in s " ps 1 , . . . , s d q and t " pt 1 , . . . , t d q, we recover the following map to define suitable quantiles from a precursor R, QpR, s, tq :" diagpt´sqr0 d , σpRqs`s1 T m , therefore recovering increasing quantiles that are pinned down to lie exactly in the desired ranges.
Quantile Matrix Factorization
We treat the first problem outlined in (QMF) as an optimization problem with two precursor variables F, R P R dˆm that characterize target measures through quantile values QpRq and probability weights BpF q. We assume that ∆ is separable along rows, and use the following notations for space: Given two precursor matrices F and R, the mapT ε,F,R applies to each row i the soft quantile operator defined using weights b i " BpF q i¨a nd quantiles q i " Q 1 pRq i¨. min RPR nˆm´1 F PR nˆm U PR dˆk ,V PR kˆn ÿ i ∆´X,T ε,F,R pU V q¯.
Note that the main computational effort here consists in applying d quantile normalization operators. When suitable, we therefore use mini-batch sampling on the d features to perform SGD on all parameters. When used on non-negative matrix factorization problems, as demonstrated in §4, we also parameterize U, V as exponential maps of precursor matrices of the same size to enfore non-negativity.
Quantiles Matrix Factorization Quantiles
The optimization problem outlined in (QMFQ) is a bilevel programming problem, and therefore less scalable than QMF. We consider it nonetheless because of its interest as a modeling tool: The result of QMFQ can be used to normalize first a new incoming point, project it on the dictionary U resulting from Π k pT 1 pXqq, and then project it back using T. To optimize this bilevel problem, we consider here the case in which Π k , the (approximate) projection operator can be computed with an accesss to an operator computing the transpose of the Jacobian applied to an input matrix. This is notably the case when using SVD, with the analytic formulas provided for truncated SVD (Feppon & Lermusiaux, 2018, Thm. 25) , or by unrolling a fixed point iteration, such as the multiplicative updates proposed in (Lee & Seung, 1999) to minimize the Kullback-Leibler loss between two non-negative matrices. We consider here the latter approach to consider for F, F 1 , R 1 P R dˆm and R P R dˆpm´1q . min RPR nˆm´1 F,F 1 ,R 1 PR nˆm ÿ i ∆´X,T ε,F,R pΠ k pT ε,F 1 ,R 1 pX¯.
Experiments
In all experiments reported here, we set ε and learning rates to 0.01. Toy illustrations We consider in this section the following dimensions: d " 160, n " 80, k " 8. We generate two ground truth factors U˚and V˚randomly, U˚is a table of i.i.d Poisson realizations with parameter λ " 2, whereas each column of V˚is drawn according to a Dirichlet prior with parameters α " 1{2. We then apply a "ground truth" quantile normalization to these entries, T 0,F˚,R˚p U˚V˚q, where the precursors R are sampled as a standard Gaussian multivariate distribution, and F˚is a vector of zeros of size m˚" n (using here standard quantile renormalization, not regularized). We then run NMF, QMF and QMFQ using the same k " 8.
The factors U, V used in NMF, QMF and each inner evaluation of Π k in QMFQ are initialized with random uniform values (to retain consistency across outer iterations, the seed of QMFQ is always the same). We plot in Fig. 5 the KL divergence of these three different methods. We plot in Fig. 6 the two quantile distributions quantiles learned by QMFQ for the first feature, as well as the learned quantile for QMF.
Error bars on larger experiments
We consider the following dimensions, d " 500, n " 256, k " 10, and run the algorithms across various setups, including mini-batches for QMF, various inner loop iterations for QMFQ and various values for targets m. We monitor the KL decrease averaged over 8 repeats of the data generation process outlined above (quantile normalization of U˚, V˚) to which we add a truncated Gaussian noise (non-negative values) of standard deviation 10. The results we complied agree with intuition, and show the robustness of the two approaches presented here, and are summarized in Fig. 4 .
Genomics. As an illustration on real-world data we consider the problem of multiomics data integration, a domain where NMF has been shown to be a relevant approach to capture low-rank representations of cancer patients using multiple aml breast colon gbm kidney liver lung melanoma sarcoma 0 2 4 6 8 10 KL for several cancer type on multi-omics data NMF QMF Figure 3 . KL losses for various cancer datasets as described in (Chalise & Fridley, 2017) , in which dimensions are a few hundreds patients for n and d « 11, 500 per dataset. Here QM F is computed with small batch size 64 for QMF along the d dimension and m " 16. The NMF quickly saturates (the ground truth is indeed not low rank), while QNMF and QNMFQ quickly reach almost perfect reconstruction, despite going through a quantile normalization step that only has a budget of m " 8 values. Note that the plot only describes outer loop iterations. In that sense QMFQ is far slower than QMF or NMF, since it requires a 100 iterations of NMF as an inner loop to correctly approximate Π k pT 1 pXqq.
(right) decrease of these inner loops as a function of the outer loop. As expected, the KL decreases faster as the algorithm progresses. Note that the KL scales on both plots are not comparable, since the right KL is computed using values taking different ranges of values (see also (right) In addition, QMFQ also produces a transformation able to deflate the values of X so that they can be easily factorized. Note the difference in ranges (y-axis) between the values of q and q 1 . omics datasets (Chalise & Fridley, 2017) . Following the recent benchmark of Cantini et al. (2020) , we collected from The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA) three types of genomic data (gene expression, miRNA expression and methylation) for thousands of cancer samples from 9 cancer types, and compare a standard NMF to QMF in their ability to find a good low-rank approximation of the concatenated genomic matrices. Figure 3 confirms that on all cancers, QMF finds a factorization much closer to the original data than NMF does, confirming the potential of QMF for such applications.
Conclusion. We have proposed in this work an extension of low-rank matrix factorization. Our model posits that matrix factorization can be carried out, while still being reconstructive, using quantile normalization operators. These proposals are grounded on several extensions of soft-ranking and sorting operators using OT laid out in §2. Our models in §3 do not assume relations between the several q i and levels b i , nor regularize them: this is an important future research direction. Finally, our experiments suggest that despite the non-convexity of both QMFQ and QMF, out-of-the-shelf minimizers with minimal parameter tuning provided consistently far better results than vanilla NMF. As with matrix factorization, the non-convexity of this model seems well behaved, likely to be facilitated by smoothing ε. τ px, zq " τ px, z`λz 0 q with z 0 " p1 T n , 1 T m q T and λ ą 0; and simultaneously, the n`m equality in τ px, zq are redundant, since as soon as n`m´1 of them are satisfied then they are all satisfied. This implies that J z τ is nowhere invertible. In order to make it invertible, we can just remove the first dimension in the definition of τ px, zq, and simultaneously constrain the first coordinate of z to be 0. One can easily check that in that case, all the computations above remain valid after removing the first row/column of each matrix vector of dimension n.
